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Chapter 9

Plurilingual teamwork practices 
in an internationalised setting at a 
Catalan university

Eulàlia Borràs

Introduction

This chapter explores the interactive practices of a group of students in an 
English- medium instruction (EMI) setting at a public university in Catalonia. 
In an increasingly connected and globalised world, the need to communicate 
and to conduct interactive practices among people who do not share a first 
language but need to carry out a task jointly is not going to decrease any time 
soon. Quite the contrary, the data we are presenting here were recorded around 
2010 and, re- examining them, we find they are still very much up to date. In 
fact, the question continues to be the same: In an internationalised setting, what 
are the practices and resources that are mobilised by participants who commu-
nicate in English- as- a- lingua- franca (ELF) to successfully interact and accom-
plish the task at hand? We think this is a relevant issue for researchers, teachers, 
and policy makers who seek to promote the learning of both content and 
language in internationalised settings by implementing internationalisation- at- 
home (Nilsson, 2003) policies.

Our study, embedded in the socio- constructivist theory, draws on conver-
sation analysis to explore the situated social practices of a workgroup that is 
engaged in co- constructing meaning in the EMI classroom. In a qualitative and 
emic approach, our data- driven study will describe and analyse the interactive 
practices of a team comprising three students: a local Catalan student and two 
Turkish exchange students. Our goal is to identify how these students reach 
their communicative goals by examining the ways in which they manage their 
semiotic resources to reach interactional order.

The structure of this chapter is as follows. First, we outline the main 
approaches that structure this contribution. Then we present the methodology, 
as well as the class and the participants in the study. Next, we provide the ana-
lysis and discussion in three subsections: the first one explores how language 
negotiations are made in relation to categorisations of expertise; the second 
one analyses how participants mobilise their plurilingual repertoires while they 
orient to the task and the third one studies how they present the task in ELF 
talk. The text concludes with a discussion of our results.
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Theoretical framework

Starting with Firth and Wagner (2007), there are several studies that have 
redefined second language acquisition (SLA) research from a conversa-
tion analysis perspective (Seedhouse, 2004; Hellerman, 2008, Markee, 2008, 
Pekarek Doehler 2009). Likewise, extensive research shows that students 
mobilise plurilingual resources, including code- switching, hybrid forms and 
multimodality, to manage the organisation of the task and gradually incorporate 
more resources in the L2 (Nussbaum and Unamuno, 2000; Swain and Lapkin, 
2000; Lüdi, 2006; Garcia, 2007; Masats, Nussbaum, and Unamuno, 2007; Duff 
and Kobayashi, 2010; Moore and Nussbaum, 2011; Borràs et al 2012; Moore, 
Borràs, and Nussbaum, 2013; Moore, Nussbaum and Borràs, 2013; Nussbaum, 
Moore and Borràs, 2013). In a similar vein, several studies show that there may 
be a link between the focalisation in a language problem by L2 students and 
the development of deeper content in the subject matter or content “density” 
(Gajo, 2007) in the EMI classroom, thus resulting in knowledge construction 
(Barwell, 2005).

We are interested in exploring the organisation of social action in everyday 
interaction (Sacks, 1972, 1992); that is, how students display their orientations 
to the sequential organisation of classroom interaction and orient to the task 
(Breen, 1989; Ellis, 2003) in a perspective that is indexical in nature and takes 
into account the environmentally- coupled gesture (Goodwin 2007; Seedhouse 
and Almutairi, 2009). It is this micro level of detail that allows us to sequence 
the action in order to trace the ‘what’ (what contents the students are tack-
ling) but, most importantly, the ‘how’. The how here refers to the organisa-
tion of the activity: How students go about negotiating language and how 
they categorise themselves in terms of expertise according to membership 
categorisation (Sacks, 1992; Antaki and Widdicombe, 1998). Also, how they 
distribute the tasks and how they manage these activities in interaction taking 
into consideration the management of the plurilingual resources available. In 
sum, we are trying to interrelate (1) how participants interact to carry the task 
to term, taking on the socio- constructivist approach that interaction is the 
basis for knowledge construction, and (2) how they organise the mobilisation 
of plurilingual resources.

To analyse the connection between the situated interactive practices of 
the participants and how these are affected by the mobilisation of language 
repertoires, we will draw on the axis between the concepts of progressivity and 
intersubjectivity. Progressivity (Schegloff, 2007) involves all the efforts deployed 
by the participants to jointly construct the course of action and move the action 
forward toward completion. This includes practices by participants in which 
they ‘make normal’ or ‘let pass’ (Firth, 1996) hybrid or invented words by not 
orienting to them, for example. Conversely, intersubjectivity (Heritage, 2007) 
refers to all the orientations towards the interactional needs of the participants 
and may include repairs, and clarification demands.
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Methodology

The data of the study belong to a set of video- taped classes at a world- class 
public university. The participants are second- year chemical engineering 
students learning in teams about the characteristics of leather. The class is being 
monitored by the EMI instructor, Caterina. The other participants are Fatma, 
Ahmet, both Turkish exchange students, and Laia, a local female student, bilin-
gual in Catalan and Spanish. In the last excerpt, Selma and Cem, students from 
another team, briefly participate in the conversation and are therefore included 
in the transcription. The data were accompanied by field notes and transcribed 
using ELAN following the Jefferson (2004) conventions in what was an action 
research study. These excerpts were discussed in data sessions at the Research 
Centre for Plurilingual Education and Interaction (GREIP) and in the DYLAN 
project (Nussbaum, Moore and Borràs, 2013).

Analysis and discussion

Below are five excerpts to illustrate how the students orient to the task, how 
they go about completing that task and how they present it to their peers.

Orienting to the task: Language (re)- negotiations related to 
categorisations of expertise

The students have been asked to complete a worksheet (‘task- as- workplan’ 
Breen, 1989) with several discussion questions comparing different methods of 
tanning, i.e. vegetable versus chromium tanning, and then to present the results 
orally to the rest of the class. In the following excerpt, while the three students 
are orienting (Goodwin, 2007) to the worksheet, Laia, the Catalan student, 
makes relevant her asymmetric competence in English.

Excerpt 1. Participants: One teacher (CAT) and three students, Ahmet (AHM), 
Fatma (FAT) and Laia (LAI)

1 LAI: but: i don’t understand english\ [((laughter))]

2 FAT: [((laughter))] i’ll help you understand\

3 AHM: [((laughter))]

4 CAT: this hopefully is going to be a collaborative project

5 FAT: yeah\(0.19)

6 AHM: yes\

7 CAT: okay/ (1.44)

8 LAI: vale\

okay

Laia, the local participant, immediately orients to her self- perceived lack of 
language competence by uttering “but I don’t understand English” in line 1.  
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She changes the footing by initiating her turn with the appositional beginning 
“but” as a turn- entry device pre- start (Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson, 1974) 
possibly with the aim of negotiating the implicit English- only language policy. 
Laia’s self- categorisation (Sacks, 1972, 1992) as an English non- expert, though, 
is immediately mitigated by Fatma’s offer to help in the next turn. This explicit 
offer marks Fatma (and Ahmet’s) willingness to cooperate and signals the begin-
ning of Fatma’s de facto categorisation as a facilitator and expert collaborator 
throughout the class session. In line 4 Caterina seems to establish a connection 
between English language use and collaboration, which students seem to align 
to in lines 5- 8. It is relevant that Laia does so in plurilingual mode, using “vale” 
(line 8) to express agreement as she is de facto already violating the implicit 
English- only policy.

Excerpt 2. Participants: One teacher (CAT) and three students, Ahmet (AHM), 
Fatma (FAT) and Laia (LAI)

1 LAI: explain other

2 FAT: yes\

3 LAI: m: group/ (1.2)

4 CAT: together\

5 LAI: is very complicated for me\(0.2)

6 i’m don’t=

7 FAT: =together\ together\ half of you and half of me\

8 LAI: i don’t know English and_ 

9 FAT: is good\ is good\ i’m sure\

10 LAI: que ho puc explicar en català o en espanyol/ ((to CAT)) (0.15)

can I explain in Catalan or Spanish/ 

11 no\ oi/  ((looking at CAT))

no right/ 

Laia insists in lines 1, 3 and 5 that it is “very complicated” for her to pre-
sent conclusions to the class and continues categorising herself negatively in 
line 6. Then Fatma interrupts with an offer to present together. Laia, how-
ever, ignores her and makes explicit her self- categorisation as a non- English 
speaker in line 8, as Fatma responds in the next turn reassuring Laia by stating 
her English is good. Laia, once again ignoring Fatma’s attempt at mitigating 
negative categorisations, codeswitches to Catalan in a participant- related switch 
(Auer, 1984) and asks if she can present in Catalan or Spanish instead. Without 
even giving the teacher any time to respond, in line 11 Laia self replies with 
a “no\ oi/ ” (no, right?) showing awareness but not alignment to implicit lan-
guage policy. The very brief silence between turns shows that Laia is aware the 
tacit policy is that English is the class lingua franca. Again, this excerpt shows 
how Fatma arises as the expert and facilitator, an identity that emerges from the 
local and situated action throughout the whole session.
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Orienting to the task: How students mobilise their plurilingual 
repertories while trying to achieve completion of the task 
(progressivity)

After the first set of data, in which we explored the initial categorisations of 
language expertise and language negotiations, we want to show how the group 
actually manages to accomplish interactional order and progress towards the 
task given the language policies in place.

In excerpt 3 the participants are discussing the characteristics of leather:

Excerpt 3. Participants: The three students, Ahmet (AHM), Fatma (FAT) and 
Laia (LAI)

1 LAI: more CHAracteristics\ (1.3)

2 FAT: and e: you said about e: MOre complicated/ 

3 AHM: more complicated/ 

4 LAI: mmm\(0.65)

7 FAT: from textile/ (0.3)

8 LAI: sí:\ (1.0) a:m\ (1.1) is: m:: bueno\ more +complicate+-  is_ (0.9)

yes                 well

9 delicate\ ((+delikate+))(0.25)

10 ((laughter)) deli-  ja parlem en italià aquí:\ ((laughter))

we are already talking in Italian here\

11 com es diu de-  ((laughter))(1.1) +delikate+\ ((laughter))

how do you say

12 FAT: [+delikat+] deli- [cate\] ((+delikate+))

13 AHM: [deli- ](0.5) [bili]yordum\ sözlük ver_  [sözlüğüm ver\]

I knew you had my dictionary\

14 FAT: [(+delikeit+\)](0.4)

15 [((Ahmet stretches to get dictionary))] Figure 9.1

16 AHM: xx(1.5)

17 FAT: [okey we will use-  ((laughter. Ahmet fetches dictionary)) xxx]

18 LAI: [((    laughs                           ))] (0.2)

19 FAT: [explain  ] explain okay\ +delicat+\ explain\(0.1)

20 LAI: [((laughs))]

21 FAT: with your hands\ Figure 9.2(0.5)

Figure 9.1   
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22 is better- Figure 9.3

23 AHM: xx we can use this (.) spanish turkish ((hands Laia dictionary)) (1.1)

24 LAI: delicado\ ((searching dictionary)) (0.5)

delicate\

25 AHM: delicado xxx mm_ (3.5)

26 Figure 9.4((Laia searches, Fatma observes))

27 LAI: delicado\(0.4) ((still searching))

28 DELICADO\ Figure 9.5((reads from dictionary, shows Ahmet))

Figure 9.2    

Figure 9.3    

Figure 9.4    

Figure 9.5    
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29 AHM: narin\ ((reads translation))

delicate\

30 FAT: ah_  [ok] yes\

31 LAI: [ok/ ]Figure 9.6(1.0)

32 LAI: for me is: this:_ (0.49)((laughs)) delicado_  hm: is more delicado_  (0.5)

33 LAI: [hm:] process the: the the: leather_ 

34 FAT: [yes\](2.6)

35 LAI: e:n comparison de:: +textil+\(0.5)

36 FAT: [for me too xx]

37 AHM: [  xxxx    ] (1.9)

38 FAT: e:::/ 

39 AHM: xxx narin\(2.2)

delicate\

40 ((Ahmet and Fatma look at each other trying to find word in English))

41 FAT: narin\ sensitive/ 

delicate\

42 (5.5)((Ahmet writes))

43 LAI: va\ m: (0.6) finished\ ((waves hand))

come on\

Fatma, once again acting as a mediator, encourages Laia in line 2 to develop 
an idea she just came up with: that leather technology is “more complicated” 
than textile technology. Laia specifies that the process is “more delicate”. She 
pronounces this word in a way she attributes to Italian “+delikate+” and, laughing, 
declares “ja parlem en italià aquí” possibly to avoid face threat. As the Turkish 
students seem not to understand the “Italian” pronunciation, Laia codeswitches 
to Catalan to address the teacher and asks how to say “+delikate+” in English 
in line 11. Ahmet and Fatma take over and generate alternatives quickly, pro- 
actively performing the facilitator role in the momentary absence of the teacher. 
In this vein, Ahmet stretches his body to fetch the Spanish– Turkish dictionary 
while he tells Fatma in Turkish, in a participant- related switch, that they ought 
to consult the dictionary, in lines 13– 15. Fatma, as a facilitator, simultaneously 
encourages Laia to explain “+delikate+” with her hands as it “is better” (lines 
21– 22). Meanwhile Laia locates the Turkish equivalent and physically orients 
towards the dictionary with Ahmet, who pronounces “narin” out loud. Ahmet 
and Fatma in lines 39– 41 jointly come up with an equivalent English term, 

Figure 9.6    
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“sensitive”, which he writes. In lines 32– 35 Laia completes the scientific argu-
ment that provided the sequential context for attention to a linguistic aspect of 
the discipline (Gajo, 2007), a process facilitated by the students’ mobilisation of 
their plurilingual repertoires including hybrid terms like “+delikate+”, among 
other resources such as gesture and the dictionary. Laia utters “va /  finished” in 
line 43, signalling the return to the progress axis (Schegloff, 2007) of the task 
and the end of the attention to intersubjectivity (Heritage, 2007).

In a similar fashion, in excerpt 4, the participants deploy all the plurilingual 
resources at their disposal to reach both interactional order and know-
ledge construction when discussing the colours obtained through different 
tannages.

Excerpt 4. Participants: One teacher (CAT) and three students, Ahmet (AHM), 
Fatma (FAT) and Laia (LAI)

1 FAT: a:nd\ (0.4) what’s asking you is\ what colour is the: leather\ (0.2)

2 LAI: hm:\   ]

3 AHM: [brown\] (0.4) i:n vegetable tannage/  [bro:wn\      ] yellow\

4 FAT: [which means xx\]

5 LAI: yeaha:/  (.) val\ (0.1) yellow/  no:\ no:/ 

okay\

6 AHM: vegetable\ (0.15)

7 LAI: +vègetal+/  (.) [yellow/          ] no:\ (.) fig 1 +màrron+/  my: tsk (0.2)

8 FAT: [it’s a:h changing] with-  Figure 9.7

9 AHM: [sometimes sometimes white\

10 LAI: [brown/  brown\]

11 FAT: [brown\ brown\]

12 AHM: [brown\ brown\]

13 FAT: [yes\]

14 LAI: [brown] bro:wn/  not [brown]\ hm:_ =

15 FAT: [brown\] ((snapping fingers, Figure 9.8))

Figure 9.7    
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16 AHM: =brown\=

17 LAI: ((to prof)) =color cre-  color crema/  com és color crema/  o color clar\

cream colour/ how do you say cream color/  or light color\

18 CAT: a::h\(0.2) on [t’és/ ]

where is it/ 

19 LAI: [it] depends de: extract\(0.3) color [depend de extract\]

20 FAT: it depends of the exTRACT\ (0.1) on the         [extract\ yes\]

21 AHM: [exactly\] (0.2)

22 LAI: for example i:f if the extract is +sintetik+ the colour is_  (0.6) m:ore

23 intensive\ (0.2) ((to prof)) more/  no\ [more és més intensiu\ no/ ]

is more intensive\ right/ 

24 FAT: [bu:t for example vegetable\] if you

25 are using mimosa and if you [are u]sing chestnut they are different 

26 colours [but a:l]most brown/ 

27 LAI: [(right\?)] (2.2)       [hm hm\]

28 AHM: =brown yeah\=

29 FAT: =yeah\ (0.5) dark brown\  [light brown/ ]

30 AHM: [xxx(0.4)     ]

31 LAI: a:h okey\ s- /  yes yes/      [a:nd_      ]

Ahmet suggests the colour resulting from vegetable tanning is brown 
but adds yellow as well in line 3. After an apparent consensus in line 5, this 
is problematised by Laia in lines 5 and 7 as she mobilises the hybrid word 
+vègetal+, to which none of the other participants orient, in a ‘let pass’ or 
‘make normal’ (Firth, 1996) stance. Additionally, as Laia seems not to remember 
how to say “brown”, she bricolages the hybrid word “+màrron+” (with a 
supposed English pronunciation) pointing at her brown sweater, thus drawing 
on the multimodal resources available to her, as seen in Figure 9.7. After a brief 
negotiation in which Ahmet suggests white, they all agree the right colour is 
brown in line 13. However, Fatma seems to be looking for a more rigorous 
description by snapping her fingers, Figure 9.8, in what seems to be a cogni-
tive marker (Markee, 2000) that could indicate she is searching for more sci-
entific accuracy. In line 17 a language problem arises and Laia codeswitches to 
Catalan to address the teacher and find out how to say “color crema”. Without 
waiting for a response, on line 19, Laia focuses her attention on the content and 
addressing the Turkish students in hybrid English elaborates that the tanning 

Figure 9.8    
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extract is an important variable in the description of the final colour obtained, 
“colour depend de extract”. The two Turkish participants align with Laia’s aca-
demic considerations in lines 20– 21. Hence, Laia here is starting to construct 
a reformulation of her identity as a non- expert we had observed in the first 
two excerpts and is de facto debunking her initial categorisation. Thus, Laia 
constructs an expansion of content with a quite elaborate scientific explanation 
of proportionality “if the extract is synthetic the colour is more intensive” in 
lines 22– 23. Interestingly as well, while Laia asks for confirmation of “more” 
in line 23, Fatma pro- actively expands content from a different angle “but for 
example vegetable if you are using mimosa if you are using chestnut they are 
different colours but almost brown” in lines 24– 26. Again, the focalisation of 
a language problem has resulted in an expansion of the scientific content. The 
interaction goes on until the participants reach consensus that vegetable tanning 
produces different shades of brown in lines 29– 31.

This excerpt shows that the focalisation of attention in linguistic resources 
that present challenges in the L2, like “color crema”, has resulted in more 
detailed attention to the academic content in a remediation effort (Gajo, 2007). 
Likewise, we find that students exploit plurilingual resources when they do 
not find solutions to their communicative problems in the L2. In this case, 
deploying plurilingual resources contributes to reaching saturation of contents 
in the subject matter.

Completing the task (Task- as- outcome): Presenting results in 
ELF talk

Below is an excerpt of Laia’s presentation to the whole class:

Excerpt 5. Participants: One teacher (CAT) and five students, Ahmet (AHM), 
Cem (CEM), Fatma (FAT), Laia (LAI) and Selma (SEL)

1 LAI: mm\(2.0)the:: hmm\(0.4)corium tanning is a::/ (0.4)chemical +prodiut+\

2 hmm:: hmm::\(0.3)+majoritari+\((0.2) +majoritari+ for a:tanning leather\

3 (0.4)hmm::/ after\ +vègetal+ a:::nd/  (0.6) +sinTEtik+\ (0.5)+etc etc+

4 [((laughs))]

5 CEM: [((laughs))]

6 LAI: but the first is is/ (0.2)chromium tanning\(0.2)

7 a::hmm\ (0.4)there are\(0.3)

8 and the: temperatura contraction you [explained/ ] ((to Fatma))

9 FAT: [no\      ]((shakes head))

10 LAI: no\(0.3) a:hmm/ (0.3)temperatura de +kontrakthion+\(0.5)

11 is good +temperatur+ de +kontrakthion+/  ((to Fatma))

12 FAT: yeah\

13 CEM: yeah\

14 SEL: (xxx)
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15 LAI: +temperature kontrakthion+ is more\(0.4)en +compareson+ a:(0.2) a:(0.2)

16 +temperatura kontraktion+ de: +végetal+\(0.5)is mo:re(0.3)Figure 9.9

17 for example/ (0.4)a:n chrome ta-  a:hm: corium tanning\(0.3)is a::/ (0.2)

18 twenty::/ no:\ twelve\

19 CAT: [((laughs))]

20 CEM: [((laughs))]

21 SEL: [((laughs))]

22 FAT: [((laughs))]

23 AHM: [((laughs))]

24 LAI: [((laughs))]

25 hundr-  hundred a:nd +végetal+ i:s/ 

26 CEM: hundred\(1.81)

27 LAI: seventy: a:nd_  (0.2)twenty\ ai twenty/  ui ui ui/ 

oh oh oh/ 

28 FAT: [((laughs))] eighty\

29 AHM: [((laughs))]

30 CAT: [((laughs))]

31 CEM: [((laughs))]

32 SEL: [((laughs))]

33 LAI: sí eighty\(1.8)a:hm:\ (1.2) and_ (0.5) the: corium tanning_ (0.5)

yes

34 no\(0.4)corium tanning leather colour is green and blue it’s depend

35 del tant per cien de:/  chromium\ to the lea[ther\]

of the percentage of/ 

In the final presentation Laia mobilises several linguistic and multimodal 
resources from her repertoire. From lines 1– 3 she uses several cognates with 
hybrid pronunciations (+produit+, +sintètic+, +majoritari+, +vègetal+…) that 
help her construct her scientific discourse. Thus, she enumerates types of tanning 
and goes on to explain chromium tanning. The other participants let pass of 
Laia’s confusion ‘corium- chromium’ in lines 1 and 7, practicing the ‘make it 
normal’ strategy. The participants seem to prefer not to orient to repairing 
Laia’s hybrid forms even when she is asking her group for explicit confirm-
ation, as in line 11 “is good +temperatur+ de +kontrakthion+/ ”, probably 
because this is a public presentation. Likewise, when Laia shows uncertainty 

Figure 9.9    
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with figures, Cem and Fatma help her and scaffold her efforts in lines 26 and 28 
among shared laughs to decrease face threat. Laia closes this excerpt by showing 
alignment with Fatma’s confirmation in lines 33- 35 and explains in her hybrid 
English that the colour depends on the percentage of chromium, “depend del 
tant per cien de:/  chromium\”. In spite of her asymmetric competence in the 
English language, Laia emerges as an active participant in the joint construc-
tion of knowledge due to her expertise in the discipline, the mobilisation of 
her plurilingual repertoire (codeswitching, hybridity, gestuality, among other 
semiotic resources), as well as the joint repairs, confirmations, and completions 
displayed by all participants.

Conclusions

This chapter has analysed the plurilingual interactive practices of a workgroup at 
a Catalan university in an EMI setting. We have examined how the participants, 
local and international students, organise sequentially their actions through 
multimodal and plurilingual resources. The participants, despite the asymmetries 
in their language competence in L2 (English), manage to successfully orient to 
the completion of the ongoing activity by deploying a set of tools that include 
‘let it pass’ and ‘make it normal’ practices, as well as the development of all the 
semiotic resources at their disposal to achieve interactional order. This inter-
active organisation, together with the mobilisation of the plurilingual resources 
available (codeswitching, gestures, artefacts, bricolage…) has shown to facilitate 
the construction of knowledge in internationalised scenarios (Nussbaum and 
Unamuno, 2000; Hall, 2004; Lüdi, 2006; Masats et al., 2007; Borràs et al., 2012).

We have also examined how the participants sequentially orient to the task 
(‘task- as- workplan’, Breen, 1989) despite initial negative categorisations of L2 
expertise. By mobilising their plurilingual repertoires and engaging in situated 
action the participants manage to carry out the task maintaining a balance 
between moving forward towards progressivity (Schegloff, 2007), that is to say, 
completing the task; and intersubjectivity (Heritage, 2007), namely orienting 
to the needs of fellow participants with attention to repairs and confirmations. 
In addition, we observe a progressive empowerment of the local participant, 
initially self- categorised as a non- English speaker. We have also explored how 
the discussion of a language problem in the small group (task- in- process, 
Seedhouse, 2004) results in an increase in density in the contents of the subject 
(Gajo, 2007).

In sum, our analysis of the data suggests that in a specific workgroup 
composed by local and international students who communicate in ELF in an 
EMI classroom, plurilingualism is a resource that results in (1) increased partici-
pation regardless of initial categorisations of expertise; (2) more ability to reach 
interactional order; and (3) greater focalisation in scientific content. We would 
also venture that plurilingualism has brought joy to the situated and local inter-
active practices of the participants.
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